
Power Inverters

Continuous Power Peak Power 115V Outlets USB Oulets Power Connection

PI1500X 150W 300W 1 1 12V Adapter

SOLAR power inverters, featuring Sonic Compression 
Technology™, deliver clean, reliable power from a 12 Volt 
power source to a wide variety of power equipment and 
appliances. Our 150 Watt model, the PI1500X, utilizes a 
perfect shape and size for convenient in-vehicle use.  
It features one 115V AC outlet plus one USB outlet to 
power a wide variety of small electronics and appliances.

Perfect for On-the-Go Power
The PI1500X features an ideal shape for on-the-go power, 
in or out of a vehicle.  It is powered by a 12V adapter that is 
plugged into a vehicle’s 12V power port. Its shape is perfect 
for vehicle cup holders and its AC and USB outlets are posi-
tioned on the top of the unit for easy access in a vehicle.

Safety Features
SOLAR power inverters feature short circuit protection, 
fault leakage protection and under/over voltage protection 
to ensure safe operation of the inverter for the operator and 
all powered equipment.

SOLAR power inverters utilize a proprietary modified sine wave to provide stable, 
clean and reliable power throughout the operating range of each model.  This results 
in smooth, consistent operation for powered electronics and appliances.

http://www.carid.com/solar/
http://www.carid.com/power-inverters/


Includes Dimensions (in.) Ship Weight (lbs.) UPC

PI1500X (1) 150W Power Inverter 7 x 12 x 3.5 1.3 010271020089

PI1500XCD (6) PI1500X units 11.6 x 10 x 6 6.4 90010271020082

The 150W Power Inverter Counter Display, 
PI1500XCD, is a great merchandising tool 

to drive sales of this convenient device.  
It prominently addresses the key benefits 

of the product for consumers, highlighting 
the product’s ability to provide household 

AC power inside a vehicle.

The display maximizes exposure of the 
product at the point of purchase, creates 
added awareness that such a conve-
nient device exists and drives impulse 
sales. It makes efficient use of space, 
has high impact graphics and takes just 
seconds to assemble.
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